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Circles of Support originated in Canada over 25 years ago and since then has been used widely in many

countries as an idea and practice to intentionally invite people to come together in friendship and support

of a person with a disability. Circles of Support harness the goodwill, knowledge and connections of

community members rather than services and can assist people to feel more connected to the community.

They can also be a useful safeguard for the future.

Is a Circle of Support the right idea for me?

Circles of Support have many benefits but they are far from perfect - they're not a magic fix-all

solution, fad or quick-fix.  They are organic in nature, based on relationship and need tender loving

care! The first place to start is to consider if a Circle of Support is suitable; whether it will meet your

needs, what are the possible benefits and challenges and your commitment to the long term. 

Vision of My Circle

Before you start, create a vision of your Circle of Support. Imagine your Circle working really well.

What would it look and feel like? What are the qualities and attributes of members etc?

Purpose of My Circle 

Consider the purpose of your Circle.  Why is the Circle gathering? What would you like the Circle to

assist with? What is the focus of the Circle and what do you want to achieve? Some people have

specifically set up a Circle of Support to assist them at school, explore employment opportunities,

create a business, move into their own home or increase their opportunities in their community.
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Who to Invite?

Think about the values, qualities, skills, assets, knowledge and connections you would like members to

have. Invite people who also match your vision and purpose and who genuinely care about you.

Extend beyond your immediate family. Consider extended family, friends, neighbours and people you

know or do not know yet in your community who might match your purpose. For example, if you are

interested in computers you could invite an IT expert. It is always good to invite some people your

own age and try not to make a decision for people e.g. they’re too busy! Remember Circle members

are not paid! 

What’s the Commitment?

Think about the commitment you would like from Circle members e.g. where will meetings be held,

when, how often, how long they will go for and what members will need to do in and outside of

meetings? It is important to put a time limit on the meeting length and stick to it! We have found a

two-hour meeting, every two months is very doable for people.

Asking People

Asking and inviting people is often the biggest hurdle!  Getting the vision, qualities and commitment

clear helps you to decide who to invite.  It can also clarify what you are asking from people when you

invite them!

 

There are a number of ways you can invite people e.g. in person, on the phone or a written invitation.

Prior to inviting people, write down how you will ask potential Circle members and practice! Be clear

about your purpose and what you are asking, make the ask simple, consider if it is the right

time/place to ask and who might be the most appropriate person to do the asking (Thompson,

2005).

 

Your attitude can have an impact, so it is important to be positive! For example, “no one will come or

have time" versus "people love spending time with my daughter, she is a positive person, she has skills

to contribute and gives back.” Try not to be too dissuaded if someone says they cannot come.

Perhaps they are busy, are not sure how they could help or are unclear about what you are asking.

 

We have found that most people are honoured to be part of a Circle of Support. For example, “I feel

privileged that I am in a small way, part of this process” (Circle member).

Belonging Matters would like to acknowledge the following people who have provided guidance and advice about Circles of

Support over many years: Jayne Barrett and Katrina Fredberg (Community Living Project), Margaret Rodgers (Community Resource

Unit), Pam Rallings, Libby Ellis (InCharge), Ric Thompson, The National Alliance of Capacity Building Organisations and the many

individuals and families who have pushed the boundaries!

Further Information

Visit our web site: www.belongingmatters.org

Tip Sheet: Circles of Support - Meeting Tips

Our periodicals: "Thinking About Circles of Support" and “Thinking About the Art of Asking”

Circle of Support and Microboards (COSAM) web site www.cosam.org.au

Video: “Brodie’s Circle of Support” (view on the COSAM web site)


